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    　　Roland Corporation Service Center

SERVICE NOTES Issued by RJA

ERRATA & SUPPLEMENT   /   サービスノート正誤表　＆追加情報
        1996-10-16

 RSS-10                  ER00175

* Test Parameter newly added.  Please add the following new Parameter to the end of the
Test Mode to all existing service notes.

● Switch between Flying and Stationary each of the Absolute and Relative.
1: Get into “EPROM Initializing” mode.  The segment will display “EE”.
2: Press [PROGRAM].  The segment will display “Sr”.
  * You can switch between Flying and Stationary from pressing [FUNCTION].
      (The DEMO Pattern of Flying will not run in this checking.)
  * You can switch between Absolute and Relative from pressing [DEVICE ID].
◇ Check with the following 4 modes. Use CD or Sound Module with continuous sound for source.
   * Sr: Stationary - Relative     * Fr: Flying - Relative
   * SA: Stationary - Absolute   * FA: Flying - Absolute

Execute the above 4 mode checking and DEMO pattern #1 (Fr) and #11 (FA)

● DEMO Pattern #1 & #11 (Moving sequence program)
Run each DEMO Program and check the sound.  Use CD or Sound Module with continuous
sound for source.

1: Exit Test Mode and execute initialization.
  a) Turn the power On while pressing [LOCK] and [OPTION] at a time.  LED of MCR-8 lights.
  b) Press [DEMO PROGRAM] 4 times to display “EE”.
  c) Press [DEVICE ID].  The LED will display “0”.  EEPROM will be initialized.
  d) Turn the power Off.
2: Turn the power On and check the two Demo patterns if the sound is normal or not.
  a) Press [DEMO].  The LED of a button blinks.
  b) Press [DEMO PROGRAM] to display “1”. (RSS will get into “Fe” mode.)
  c) Press [DEMO].  Demo starts and LED of the button lights.
      Be sure that the sound moves correctly.
  d) LED of the button changes from light to brink when the Demo ends.
  e) Press [DEMO PROGRAM] to display “11”. (RSS will get into “FA” mode.)
  f) Press [DEMO].  Demo starts and LED of the button lights.
      Be sure that the sound moves correctly.
  g) LED of the button changes from light to brink when the Demo ends.
3: Turn the power Off.
4: Execute Initialization again.


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



